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Scrutiny Report Produced by the following Tenants

CBH TENANT INSPECTORS TEAM DECEMBER 2nd 2021
● Sandi Moon    - Person putting The Report together, with Advice from Ray Sharp

● Ray Sharp     - The Newest Member on the CBH BOARD

● Elizabeth Alake
● Collin Nottingham  - AKA Snoz

● Alison Milgate

● David Carley -Joined the team after completing training

STAFF INVOLVED WITH THE REPORT
Thanks go to the following people who gave their time to talk to us during the report

● GERALDINE MURPHY
● REECE COLEMAN
● CBH CEO PHILIP SULLIVAN

SPECIAL thanks go to the following people who were pivotal in making this first report of the Tenant
Inspectors Team possible, without it, the report may not have happened

NIKKI WILLIAMS - Always available via phone or email, especially at the beginning when the Team were ‘on
their own’ without an Engagement Officer’, she helped arrange meetings, even going over and above what was
expected, by delivering one of the Questionnaires to another tenant who joined after the first group, whilst starting
her own leave. Keeping people informed by relaying messages and responding with all information requested
quickly, which really helped the Team stay involved

CLAIRE JAMES - The same as Nikki above, they worked exceptionally well as a Team, complimenting each others
style on how they dealt with our expectations of what we needed to do

Both of these Staff members took onboard and trusted us in the sphere of ‘Tenant Led Scrutiny’, allowing us to plan
and execute the exploration of material needed in relation to the website, and subsets of the website via the Social
Media Channels, mainly based on YouTube which hosts CBH (Colchester Borough Homes) videos, which is a very
important part of any website in today's business world. The TRUST element they gave us during this time was
empowering for the Team, which allowed us to be able to get the job done, from the Tenants viewpoint of whether
the website has been good VFM (value for money) with regards to CBH’s vision, of where the site sits within their
own overall long-term projections and tenant engagement

● Pages   1 - 2    Method and meetings

● Pages   3 - 6    Looking at the relationship of the website with Social Media

● Pages   7 - 10    Looking at past Board-Papers relevant to site changes and website purpose

● Pages   11     Looking at Analytics

● Pages  12   Looking at the Tenants Questionnaire and results

● Pages  13   The Take-A-Ways from the Questionnaires

● Pages 14   A simply fixed problem

● Pages  15   Squashed Images - Is the browser resizing, does it need looking at?

● Pages 16   A few figures as comparison between Help-Desk and Website

● Pages  17   A meeting with the CEO of CBH Philip Sullivan

● Page 18   Some parting thoughts at the END of this report
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We realise this REPORT does not follow the CBH format, we produced it the best we could - In Hard Copy



Most people understand the fringes of a subject they are involved with whilst producing a report on a service area,
but in this case, we do not think there are any web-designers who use straight HTML/CSS or wordpress/program coders
presently on the CBH board, so we had to cover that problem as well as simplistically touching on parts of job roles

Putting this report together has highlighted the lack of knowledge in the subject area of the website, which was
viewed in it’s long term projections as being an important part of COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES (CBH) ALMO
(Arms Length Management Organisation) future plans of making it a SELF-SERVE PORTAL

From our role as Tenants on the Scrutiny Team, it has meant scrutiny has taken slightly longer than anticipated, in part
also due to this. We found much of what was needed within CBH’s own Board-Papers and Minutes which are online
due to Government directives concerning transparency, as far back as we could go to 2014/15

We have spent a lot of time researching the paperwork which allowed us to scrutinise all that related to the site within
the archives. Much of what is said in this report is proven via CBH own paperwork, it goes some way to explain how
long the website has been expected to play a vital role in the business with CBH own expectations of SELF-SERVE,
spanning the last 6 years, we suspect it would show the expectations of the sites goals were possibly over a longer
period of time than we have already looked at - We obviously did not use everything, just enough to let you see we did
the job of Scrutiny correctly as was the goal of the Tenant Inspectors - To prove or disprove its effectiveness, and VFM

The problems which came with writing this report were: We had to attempt to make it readable to people who don't
have any real usable knowledge of web design, design concept, coding, or what a web-designers daily role entails

A lot of the size is to demonstrate visually, to anyone reading it, the fringes of the subject, and what can go wrong if
what appears to be a small detail left out of a website when it’s users are expecting it, can actually impact on a
business/organisation when website design, design concept, and end-user (being, the tenant) are not looked at
together within the overall projected goals of an organisation, it can create a disconnect between its end user/tenants

The images are totally relevant to the report, if the images go, the essence of everything the report is about will also
disappear as proof, along with them, and the essence of the report is proving if the website is working for tenants,
and is it VFM (value for money) for CBH in respect of their Tenant base and their projected goals for the website?

The site has cost X pounds since 2014 until now, it has never achieved its projected use with many changes, it seems as
though it has never been allowed to have the time, nor enough resources placed at it’s disposal, which would allow the
designers the chance to ensure it reaches its projected goals - Mainly by letting both sides of CBH and CBC IT/COMMS
people to sit back and work on it together, this would have been time and money well spent by CBH, creating a site
which allows responsiveness for all devices viewing it, or at least by creating an extra site specifically due to
responsiveness not being adequate for some devices, especially so in the past, which some businesses still have today,
to ensure the devices which are used the most by their customers, are fed the same well presented, working site as a
DeskTop, laptop, huge 55” TV or 5” mobile phone. Smart TV’s are coming into their own, and if a site is not tele-visually
pleasing across the whole range of devices, you make an unhappy online experience REF: Bottom page 10

This lack of understanding of the purpose of the website, is evidenced by the site never having reached its goal of being
a SELF-SERVE PORTAL in the last 6 years, that the Tenant Inspectors were able to reference, they learned via the board-
papers what SELF-SERVE was envisioned to be, and Karen Williams disappointed comment in the last image of the
board papers in this REPORT - REF: page 10

The site is still not achieving its aims for CBH nor specifically, it’s own tenant base. The present website online, has
been up since April 2019, yet the problems still havn't been sorted, tenants still have no access to their H/O
information online, except by just teasing them with a map, and a picture in some cases of their housing officer, and
nothing else. Tenants experiences of the website is fairly poor, unless they are paying Rent and/or Council Tax. The
reporting of complaints and repairs online is low, tenants realise it’s not serviced very well, by the time it takes to get
a response back, many don’t bother using the site for this reason as it is quicker for them to phone it in, so the TRUST
factor when using the website is being eroded REF: Figures page 16

This feeling of dissatisfaction which Tenants have experienced in past website use, is possibly enough to scupper the
plans of hosting an online SELF-SERVE PORTAL, which could potentially save CBH money, by resulting instead of having
to spend a pile of money to market the site back to the Tenant Base, which will take more time… This is not good VFM

REPORT BY CBH TENANT INSPECTORS DECEMBER 2021

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

END OF THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Scrutiny carried out by the Tenant Inspectors Team between September - December 2021

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT:
To examine the role of the website in relation to Tenants present usage, to prove or disprove the effectiveness and
VFM (value for money) in relation to CBH (COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES) vision and purpose for the site. Find
constructive answers to problems tenants may have in relation to engagement and using the website, and to offer
suggestions on changes which could benefit tenants and CBH by making the website user friendly, increasing it’s
value for corporate, staff and tenant use in the future

TRAINING FOR INVOLVED TENANTS WHO FORMED THE TENANT INSPECTORS GROUP: ZOOM ONLINE
Training for 5 involved tenants with Sam Goodwin, a consultant trainer with TPAS took place 14th and 15th July 2021,
the website was brought up a few times in the group for various reasons, and it was suggested that it may be a good
project to start with. A sixth tenant took the training, and joined the Team at a later date

HOW THE TENANT INSPECTORS WENT ABOUT THE SCRUTINY:
After training began the Tenant Engagement Officer Mark Healey left to start his new job role with CBC. At this point
the tenants were led when needed by Nikki Williams and Claire James. Under the circumstances, this could
potentially have put the group at an immediate disadvantage. One of the tenants gave a 12 minute talk at the next
Residents Voice meeting, Mark asked for a copy, via this action the video which had originally been made was seen
by TPAS, they asked if they could put it in their Ezine and briefly on their site, which was great for the team…

Because of the extremely pro-active and attentive roles the above two staff members played in finding the
information requested, setting up meetings and relaying messages, the group were able to operate effectively as a
team, bringing the project ‘into being and completion’ prior to the new engagement officer starting

FIRST INITIAL MEETING: August 25th 2021 - ZOOM ONLINE
The website and other ideas were discussed by the Inspectors Team and Staff, the website was seen as being a good
project to start with, it was acknowledged by everyone there were some problems for tenants when using it - The
tenant who had some knowledge of websites did not vote for it until it had been chosen as the project to go with

From that point the tenant was in FULL agreement and pro-actively involved. The team had asked for a service lead
from the area that deals with communications / website to come and talk to them, so they could get an idea of the
area they would be doing the Scrutiny on, and to see what information they could expect to work with from the
Service area. Importantly to be able to understand the workings of the website from CBH’s perspective

SECOND MEETING: SEPTEMBER 15th 2021  -  ZOOM ONLINE
To scope aims and objectives of the project. The WHAT, WHERE, WHO and HOW. Geraldine Murphy came to the
second meeting to tell us about the site, what could and could not really be changed, and to tell us they are in the
process of changing the site in the future (although it couldn’t be pinned down as to what the timescale was
projected as being), it is envisioned that tenants would be using the self-serve areas of the site more, which in turn
will bring savings to CBH. This meeting was not as helpful as expected as the tenant inspectors were unable to
understand the role of the website from the past or the present, nor from the staff members role in maintaining and
updating the website, nor within the framework of CBH

From this meeting the tenant inspectors asked if they could ‘work-shadow’ a member who was actively involved
in the website - THE WEB DESIGNER for CBH, which the inspectors learned was Reece Coleman

The short
animated talk
which TPAS put in
their Ezine,
explaining the role
of the Tenant
Inspectors

TENANT PARTICIPATION ADVISORY SERVICE

WWW.CBHOMES.ORG.UK
WWW.CBHOMES.ORG.UK


THIRD MEETING: SEPTEMBER 30th 2021: ROWAN HOUSE
This meeting was to WORK-SHADOW CBH web-designer REECE COLEMAN, held face-to-face at Rowan House.
Initially Dan Wilkinson wanted to be there, but on the day it was Reece Coleman the tenant inspectors met with. An
informative meeting, web-designer Reece was approachable and answered almost every question, of which there
were several, a few important things became apparent during this session…

● There are two websites, one for CBC (Colchester Borough Council) and one for CBH (Colchester Borough Homes).
Both with different Web-design IT staff, Reece Coleman being ultimately responsible for running the CBH site

The CBH site is hosted on an outside (another company) secure server along with the CBC site. Which is no different
than many business sites are. Reece doesn’t seem to have control over the sites social media. It appears to suggest
there is an added expense between CBH and CBC whenever Dans (CBC) services are used, there must be a cost
factor involved which CBH would be paying, this cannot be cost effective in time nor money. Not many businesses
would operate this way, as the time versus cost factor would not be viable. The in-house web-designer should
always have control over changes (over all changes not just the small ones) so the site can effectively and quickly be
updated and social media can be responded to daily for optimum efficiency ensuring the site is working for the
intended audience’. One of the biggest area’s the site should have been performing well for was, the Tenants of CBH

Hypothetical example below using a Social Media Video clip which CBH needs uploading to the site:
If Reece needs a link to a YOUTUBE video including uploading it, the CBC IT person, either Dan, or who ever else
deals with the CBC site, supplies it, Reece then puts the link on the site for CBH. This in turn means people go from
the CBH site to YouTube (as is normal), what is not normal is Reece cannot then put ‘End pages’ with links back to
the CBH site on that video, which can be done quite quickly to the video before upload, it also means any SEO
(SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION) which could be done with the video (detailed next page) may not take place, like
putting a link back to the CBH site within the description of the video. Also renaming the video to include any
relevant keywords, keeping SEO in mind continually - If it is performed by CBC Staff and is being charged for time,
then it’s not cost-effective for CBH - Ultimately, REECE is responsible for this, and if the CBC staff were to be busy at
the point he needs it done, he would be waiting for work he could have done himself quicker, which definitely
re-orders his daily priorities regarding the site, and other work he is performing with CBH’s Staff and their IT needs

It shows the CBH site is reliant on those services from the CBC IT Technical people - This obviously has a cost element
in it and is time robbing for Reece. It also means the Social Media on CBH’s YouTube is controlled by CBC, which in
turn means SEO elements which could be done, are maybe not done sufficiently to help the CBH site, UNLESS Dan or
other IT members from CBC do it. It is obvious if you work for CBC your priorities will be towards CBC work first

The CBC site and their YouTube Channel will ALWAYS receive more traffic to it as it is constantly viewed by
councillors, stake-holders, as well as public members who may also be involved with CBC business

SEO is just as important for the Social Media elements of the site as is the website itself, it helps rankings if this is
attended to whenever a video is uploaded at source. 90% of the best performing optimised videos have a custom
thumbnail on YouTube as standard, many businesses will keep their logo on each video. Higher ranking with
YouTube comes from using some of the techniques on the next page, which do not always appear to be used on all
the YouTube videos for CBH on their channel, some of the ones on the next page are simple, but important…

This video screen-shot shows
the number of subscribers to
the CBC YouTube site

It also shows how many
videos are presently online,
the more videos you have
online are also counted in the
rankings of YouTube Channels

It performs reasonably well,
there are over 3,600
Subscribers spread over 191
video’s online. There is a
ready made viewer-base

CBH also has a ready made
viewer-base:

Tenants, Lease-Holders,
Stake-Holders, Staff,
Corporate use + OTHERS
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● Keywords and Tags

● Include at least one of the keywords in the title of the video

● Optimise the description, a great area for keywords and explanation about the video. YouTube only displays the
first two or three lines of text within searches -- That amounts to about 100 characters. After that point, viewers
have to click through to see the full description and view the video, so you need to use those characters wisely

● As for optimising the video itself, add a transcript to the video, specifically for those who have to watch it without
volume as well as it being good for SEO - Subtitles

●     Select the video category correctly

●     Use eye-catching thumbnails for each video

●     Add a full channel description and purpose, including contact details - Many people and companies forget this

The following couple of pages contain screen-shots as a comparison from some of the older video on YouTube and
newer ones, then we go back to examining the website structure

Social Media used in any organisation / business should always be looked at together with the website,
as they are meant to totally complement each other

Many serious businesses would look at this figure and ask themselves the question:

●  Are we really hitting our mark when it comes to marketing the website and it’s content?

● Are we looking through the analytics and understanding what the CUSTOMER / TENANT / STAKEHOLDERS /
LEASE-HOLDERS are expecting, including associated Social Media (FaceBook / YouTube)

● Do all staff members with any connection to the site fully understand the projected PLANS of the site for future
use, and do all service leads understand the role of the web-designer when they are giving or sending through
work tickets with the information they need dealing with on the website, plus updates?

203 views over 6 years does not equate to a figure per month CBH would have expected with any video they have
uploaded

If its taken as acceptable, then the marketing and communications teams need to seriously come together over their
marketing strategy for the CBH website. Continuously playing catch-up with technology within the sphere of a
website is NOT good practice and can seriously hamper its users

It costs money each time a website is developed and re-developed. At the point it goes ‘live’ it should have
received adequate testing to iron out any problems, or at least have any associated problems corrected
within the first month of being online, with continuous testing to ensure it is performing well

26 Subscribers in 2015/16

The Description back in
2015/16 was FULL of

optimism for YOUTUBE and
the website according to the

Board papers
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PAGE 4
It seems for the last 6 years (that’s as far back as the board packs and minutes go online), the expectation and purpose of
the CBH website was to build a SELF-SERVE PORTAL. Third website later, it’s definitely not helping tenant engagement,
nor getting tenants to use the site more, it could be harming it, as this report will demonstrate. This screen-shot below
highlights that when technology via Internet use was first embraced by CBH, interest was HIGHER, people wanted to visit
the CBH Social Media platform, and see some of the video’s on YouTube

SCREEN-SHOT BELOW OF AN OLDER 2015 VIDEO UPLOADED  WITH HIGHER VIEWER RATES - 1,134

Social Media video on YouTube for CBH - The HIGHEST number of
viewers at 1,134 uploaded 20th May 2015

Some of the reasons this is higher than the rest: It was 6 years ago, and views have
still been adding to the total - It’s also ‘Tenant Friendly’ with the human touch

This video was uploaded 8th August 2019, and has many of these points
dealt with, including a description and text file for subtitles, but

disappointingly the CHANNEL still has only 26 subscribers

Good relevant
description as well

The human touch works well  in video



Residents Voice video’s made to bring tenants into engagement

These are PRIME examples of completely MISSING the point of MARKETING
Two of these video’s were produced and published to YouTube a year ago - One has ONLY 15 views and the other even less at 6 views,
these were produced as info-adverts to be marketed specifically at the Tenant base - The only conclusion as to the viewers on these were
possibly the team who uploaded them and staff in connection to them - It’s possible that maybe one or two MAYBE were tenants…

PAGE
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This video below is an example of having a GREAT video produced which seems to LACK direction in
its marketing once it’s online - Produced in-house or produced via another company?

Hopefully it was in-house as the cost element would have been lower for CBH…

COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES YOUTUBE CHANNEL SCREEN-SHOTS BELOW, 2021



It is clear on the YouTube Social Media Channel tenants do enjoy the video’s put online of the Board Meetings, along
with Residents Voice - The analytics for YOUTUBE would show more usable detail…

I asked if the analytics for YOUTUBE could be got, but Reece did say at the meeting he gets Dan or another CBC
member to forward them - As this is a Scrutiny of the website, any area concerning the usage of it, or any area
connected to it can and should be looked at if needed - Their analytics code is on the pages

The analytics for YOUTUBE are important to the site designer to be able to look through them whenever they want
or need to, as they are the off-shoot to the website, containing video directly relevant to the site

Colchester Borough Homes - YouTube Channel for Board Meetings and Residents Voice

LinkedIn Social Media Channel below Facebook Social Media Channel below
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Self-Serve has been been on the CBH agenda for years yet has not effectively been looked at nor understood where
it is supposed to sit. There have been many changes on the site in the past because it was not future proofed, It was
completely changed in 2014, at that point it was not a responsive site, so could not be used by many mobile phones

For the CBH site to work efficiently, it needs to be viewed as a primary part of the business, with a dedicated
web-designer with enough time allocated to check the site for updates, out-of-date policies and procedures which
can be downloaded by tenants and other agencies, checking updates and links are working, check for links through
to intranet/sharepoint if needed, clearing caches and optimising graphics with relevant alt-text, making it screen
reader accessible along with many other tasks. This time also allows the web-designer to get a bit more creative in
the appearance of the site within the realms of accessibility, which is perfectly possible whilst remaining compliant

Most organisations have looked at the Government site, and decided they can’t use visual elements…
Making their site as plain as they can to make sure it’s accessible. This is a mistake, there are many areas that design

Info taken from board packs online 2014/2015 - Relating to Self-Serve and changing the website:

YOUTUBE HAS BEEN DEALT WITH, FROM THIS PAGE IT’S ONTO THE WEBSITE

elements can be worked into the site design. If websites were looked at as a PRIMARY part of any business or
organisation, instead of a SECONDARY element which doesn’t require much input or understanding from people
outside of the IT department - Websites would all be perfect and working for their intended end user



Elements can be used to make a site visually pleasing, as well as keeping it compliant and screen reader
accessible. The main point to remember when designing the site is the Government does not have to worry about
their site having ANY visually pleasing elements within it for the obvious following reason:

They know all social housing landlords HAVE to visit theirs to remain compliant by keeping upto date with
legislation - They have no reason to pretty their site, landlords do not have a choice but to visit…

2014/15 Board papers - From 6 years ago, last tenant inspectors Scrutiny on the older website -
Literally two meetings making it more of a FOCUS GROUP than a tenant in-depth scrutiny…

?.!

Connected with
Website

These screen-shots show how often the site is replaced without
full-filling its projected purpose, the one in 2014 was NOT

responsive so didn’t really allow it to be used by customers on
their phones, tablets, laptops and desktop computers
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The screen shot below details the way the site in 2014/15 was projected as being used by tenants in the future  -
eventually the purpose was to ‘drive tenants into using the site’, so it must be slightly disappointing to the Board and
Staff that 6 years later with two site changes it is no closer to achieving it’s goals with any of the sites it has had -
There is another site change in 2019… And there is one presently being built, as we found out on meeting two…

September 22ⁿd 2021 the OMBUDSMAN during
a TAROE webinar went onto the CBH site to
download COMPLAINTS policy - A tenant and
one other consultant member was able to
download the OLD copy dated November 2020 -
The NEWER version DEC 2020 had been placed
online, but the old one was still accessible to
Tenants with incorrect info, it is why Reece
needs more time onsite checking..

Reference to driving Customers Online relating to the proposed SELF-SERVE website



Website changed again in 2019 - This is the one CBH has online now, about to be changed ? 2022

‘Tenant-Led’ as per expectations from Government, Ombudsmen, expectation
through compliance with the White Paper recommendations for Tenant Led Scrutiny

Website below - This is in relation to the one CBH has online today November 2021

The web-designer has no real time to PLAN the updates that need doing daily. Most of this is caused by the web-designer
being time-starved, becoming re-active to a site instead of being pro-active and looking to it’s future, keeping updates to
a level where they can be attended to daily ensuring everything is working as it should be

This is not the web-designers fault, it’s a fault of many organisations and companies where they do not understand the
role of a web-designer, their expectations are that the WEB DESIGNER also does the IT setups for other staff as well as
any smaller repairs without understanding the need of the Web Designers requirements of time spent on the website

There is not a lot you can do in five minutes on a computer, a fair bit in five hours, a lot can be achieved in five days,
and sometimes complete projects in five weeks, given the absolute luxury of five months, you can get near perfection

If the expectations of a fully working SELF-SERVE PORTAL are the same as they are now, with an already time-starved
web designer, plus limited resources ploughed into a vital PRIMARY part of the organisation, the site will fail in the
expectations of it, and in another 18 months to 2 years after it is uploaded, it could possibly be back at the exact same
place it is at today, trailing behind technology in the realm of the web-design world…

It’s not a great sign when Staff comment on
a website not working as expected
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“If you always do what you’ve always done, you will always get what you’ve always got…”



SEPTEMBER: ANALYTIC DATA from the present site April - September 2021 - SIMPLIFIED

With Analytics Data, many variables affect how they work. One is knowing what a NEW user is and a RETURNING
User. If the browser/anti-virus software has been set-up to remove cookies, each time you return to the site you can
be counted as a NEW user within the analytics. Analytics can be set to avoid some of these variables

Staff may regularly check whether the IT person has done the updates for their service area, by logging onto it a
number of times, via their intranet or directly through the Internet depending on where they are and what they are
logging in with, many people will return once or twice a week/month. That could amount to a high figure over a long
analytics time span of three to six months - Bounce and exit rate tells you a lot about the period of time they are on
the pages, and alerts you to the user either having a great read, making a transaction, or they rapidly exit because it
really wasn’t where they expected to be - There are many areas in the analytics where this could be changed by
looking at the content + device they use to view the site, and whether the responsiveness of the site works for them

With analytics, you follow the data, it gives many answers on how to make the site work better for the end user -
You see what users are doing online, what interests them, what they interact with, and work from there…

We could go into the analytics for you, but have deemed it not necessary or the report will end up twice this size -
There are some areas which if this data came from a business site, they would certainly want to explore the analytics
more. The job of a web-designer is also to ‘follow the data’ learn from it and adjust the site content accordingly.
There is no point in telling your Designers/ IT Technical Staff how to ‘suck-eggs’, this is basic stuff which they already
know, but possibly do not have time allocated specifically to deal with it in regards to the CBH site

Continually exploring the analytics data, can give the BEST info the web-designer of a site needs to help make the
site work better for the business and end users - In this site case, we are looking at it from the tenants point of use

Analytics is Data which is created by the sites users (unfortunately figures can be inflated by spider-bots totting up
the numbers, but that data / info can be found and removed from the analytics), there are many areas on a website
an IT person has to do work on, yet organisations still do not really understand the nature of keeping a website
working. When a web-designer is sitting at their desk, they are working considerably hard with coding, site
adjustments, uploads and updates, invariably as has happened in Reece’s case, there is also an expectation that he
will also setup systems and put right what is normally user errors on other workers devices - This leaves a web-
designer time starved, resulting potentially in leaving the website vulnerable to problems - There is no doubt at all
that Reece ends up doing work at home, its the nature/hazard of being a coder/webdesigner

He did intimate at the meeting there was someone else coming to help him on the website - If that is the case, it’s
exactly what is needed, because he requires extra time, it will enable him to carry out his site duties easily and
efficiently on the CBH website plus associated Social Media Sites connected to CBH or IT help…

Drilling down through the analytics gives the answers to many
of a sites problems in relation to LOW interaction with it
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Each person from the Tenant Inspectors Group was given a questionnaire discussed at the meeting in August -
Compiled by tenants to gauge the level of feeling about the website also from the Inspectors themselves

Alison, one of the Tenant Inspectors is involved in the 360 project, and offered to put some questionnaires up there,
so we gained another 15 independently filled in from this session. The inspectors took theirs home, then mailed
them back, there were also another 4 people who filled them in, giving a total = 10 from this session

There were a further two questionnaire days held at the GREENSTEAD COMMUNITY CENTRE

● November 5th 2 hours at the Community Centre on Greenstead Estate = 12

● November 11th 2 hours at the Community Centre on Greenstead Estate = 17

A total of 29 filled in at the Greenstead Community Centre over a four hour period. The centre has a lot of visitors,
but Greenstead Estate also has many different landlords of social housing, there were not a lot of tenants from CBH
at the centre on those two days within the two hour slots the questionnaires were done

NOTE: When you approached people and asked if they were a CBH or CB Homes tenants, many would say NO, but
on rephrasing it and asking if they were Colchester Council Tenants, some then said YES… (ALMO since 2003?)

Lessons learned from the questionnaires done at Greenstead Community Centre:

● Best to do questionnaires in person - They fill them out and talk quite openly about many of the questions and
their experiences, it is interesting, and shows the difference between personal communication via other forms

● Although people were incredibly easy to talk to, many did not want to put their full name on the questionnaires,
only their Christian name - They were definitely CBH tenants, conclusions possibly could be drawn from this

● NEXT time a questionnaire is done, it may pay to also do a ‘door-knocking’ exercise as it could yield better
results, its an interesting way of finding out how tenants really feel about areas that concern them - Would also
arrange a meeting within every 10 days for the Team to discuss how its going and remain feeling involved

● Leave enough time to produce materials for the event, allow for a two week lead up to it, and use CBH’s Social
Media Channels to support advertising it

● Possibly produce a short animated video incorporating the Residents Voice logo into design, leaving enough time
to get it produced and online for 10 days, hopefully if passed it can go on the CBH FaceBook site, plus the
YouTube Channel for Social Media exposure for the event - Made by tenants for tenants

● Could you find the Landlords site easily on the Internet?  2 no answer

● Have you seen the site online in the 18 months, for info or transactions? 1 no answer

● Have you reported a repair online using the website? 3 n/a - 4 no answer

● Can you pay rent and Council Tax on the website?  3 n/a - 2 no answer

● In general terms do you like the site layout?    3 n/a - 2 no answer

● Did you find it easy to navigate around the site?   2 n/a - 3 no answer

● Was there anything you really liked about the site?   2 n/a - 3 no answer

● Can you find the name of the Housing Officer for your area easily?  3 n/a

● Can you find a contact number for becoming an engaged tenant? 5 no answer

● Do you presently use the site to make any payments, rent or council tax?    6 n/a

● Can you find the email address for tenants to join the RESIDENTS VOICE?  9 no ans

● Do you trust the website to REPORT a repair or make a COMPLAINT? 4 n/a - 4 no ans

● Can you find the contact details for Housing Officer, to email or phone them? N/a 5

QUESTIONNAIRE QUESTIONS SET BY THE TENANTS

N - 0

N - 19

N - 45

N - 0

N - 41

N - 42

N - 43

N - 16

N - 47

N - 44

N - 41

N - 40
N - 47

Y - 52

Y - 34

Y - 2

Y - 49

Y - 8

Y - 7

Y - 2

Y - 35

Y - 2

Y - 4

Y - 4

Y - 6
Y - 2

TOTAL OF

54
Questionnaires completed

over 4 weeks

Some of the NO answers and N/A, were by people who were in sheltered accommodation and students, although they had viewed the site online

Below are some of the questions used in the Questionnaires about website usage 2021
The 1st question was: Are You a CBH Tenant?    Y - 54    NO - 0
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●
Added Comments on the day, verbally as forms were filled in, and some scribbled on the forms:

●  Some information out-of-date in past usage - This was the same for x 5 people

● Bold boxes and issues on the first page

● N/A - Site not setup for older people or those in sheltered housing x 7 similar comments

● Difficult to navigate and drop-downs hard to understand, not self explanatory x 11 similar

● Disliked the site, its confusing and takes a while to find info - Similar comment from 31 others

● Useless on my phone, just doesn’t work right x 10 (possibly as some people had older phones when asked how new
their phone was, older people appear to keep their phones longer than younger ones, and it’s unknown if they
download updates regularly - Bless the little lady who took great pains to show her olde motorola flip phone, it still
makes calls.!)

● Like the site as it is x 9 - This one also prompted remarks of ‘I only use it when I have to anyway’

● Can’t find my H/O and some also said they can’t read the map  X 17 similar comments

● When clicking on the picture of H/O it does nothing, kept clicking it but nothing happens x 37

● Don’t trust the site to get back to me, I did it for a repair once and it took three days to get a reply from the
website x 2 - One of these two comments was by a tenant inspector who additionally passed a comment of: it was
quicker to make a complaint online than to report a repair…

● When I phone-up it’s logged straight away x 39 similar answers to this one (specifically about phoning it in, instead
of using the website)

● Can’t find how to contact Residents Voice x 37

● Havn’t heard of Residents Voice x 14

● There were also two lovely people who were losing the will to live (as commented on their forms) doing the
Questionnaires, but, they thankfully soldiered on, and completed it…

The above do not have to be taken notice of, they were additional COMMENTS made on the forms, and via verbal
comments as they were filling in the questionnaires on the day - Although, comments can sometimes be more useful than a
set of questions so have included them…

THE BIGGEST TAKE-AWAYS FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRE EXERCISE
IN REGARDS TO TENANTS EXPECTATIONS OF THE WEBSITE AND VFM (value for money):

1. There are absolutely NO contact details easily found on the website for Tenants to get in touch about coming to a
Residents Voice meeting. The blended approach of part online and part face-to-face meetings makes sense, but
will be useless if Tenants do not know HOW to make contact easily to start with. Made clear through the
questionnaire responses

2. There are NO details as to how a tenant can contact their Housing Officer, which, as stated online, is the person
Tenants are told they should contact as their first point of contact, with any concerns regarding their tenancy

3. Getting the message out about RESIDENTS VOICE does not appear to be taken as a serious issue for tenant
engagement specifically through the website - Tenants are left being forced to ring for these details, or give up

These above points are where tenant engagement becomes harmed, and that can be proven by the low numbers of
REAL engaged and head counted tenants who are within the numbers used when meetings have been held

Meetings held at the ‘Sheltered Accommodation Sites’, the Tenants do not seem to appear at any other meetings,
either on or offline after those events, yet the Sheltered Housing Complexes all had IT installed for the residents use,
Tablets etc. It raises the question of whether there has been adequate training and repeat training for those people if
they are not involved often online or offline. It’s vital for the Sheltered Housing Tenants to be involved, but not just to
inflate the Tenant Engagement figures. Sometimes it takes a few goes before people understand how to use the
Tablets. This is still NEW technology for them. Many tenants can name upto ten different people they see appear at
any of the meetings online or offline, so possibly if those figures are broken down, and counted by people appearing
at least twice or more a year, the count of 98 engaged tenants, which has been mentioned may look slightly different
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Tenants navigate to this page to
FIND their H/O, then bring up a
box similar to the one below, but
from that point ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING, no contact details via a
phone number NOR any email
addresses - It makes it appear that
Colchester Borough Homes does
not want it’s tenants to have
access to the ONE person they tell
them to turn to first, their H/O

Once the NEW site is working, and working with Tenants in mind, it hopefully should help…

When we started this Scrutiny, we were not informed there was going to be ANOTHER website to REPLACE this one, which
only went ‘live’ in 2019 - It was a bit of a shame as the Tenant Inspectors have felt at times this would be a fruitless exercise,
we had been informed from meeting two that not much could be changed on the site. Yet the two major changes which could
have a huge impression on Tenants are so simple to make - H/O details of some sort, and RESIDENTS VOICE contact details
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This is the original photo, its
reliant on the browser making
the size adjustments, even on a
Laptop, the images may not
display properly

This can be rectified via
CODING

The overall effect to some
viewers is that the images will
have a ‘squashed-up’ look as
the top of this page shows…

Images and video are the one
area that WEB-DESIGNERS
are normally meticulous about,
especially if the site has
corporate use

Images are not adjusted for
the best visuals, even just

lightening, re-focusing and a
little sharpening on them can

make them more pleasing
when on the website

Many times you will see images online which appear ‘Squashed-up’ and it can look as if the designer of the
site has not worked with their images properly. It’s one of the Wordpress characteristics - The browser is
resizing, but that can affect all the images on same page - It’s why hand-coders alter it manually…

Coding
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ABOVE: Totals of calls handled, Housing Solutions, via the helpdesk September 2021
BELOW: Emails handled via the website

The attached will provide you with the stats you require for New Repairs calls for August/September 21

No matter which way you look at this report on
the website - It does NOT work the way it should

These figures show the site has under-performed
in every way for Tenants

The COMPLAINTS handled via the website in
August and September 2021:

14 logged via the website in AUGUST 2021
18 logged via the website SEPTEMBER 2021
The figure of 14 - 18 Complaints sent through the
form online is incredibly low once viewed at the
amount of Tenants who own Smart-Phones AND
have Internet access

CBH has : 5,314 Tenant Mobile phone numbers

Email Addresses: 3,602

August

Areas that the site needs checking for is the
responsiveness, analytics on devices used:

Mobile Users: 16,138 Largest amount for device used

DeskTop Computer/laptops: 8,676

TABLETS: 1,295 - Against the older data, this is almost
as 2016 on Tablets, you would have expected it to be
more. Browsers on tablets, Kindle etc, can be glitchy…

This is the end of the WEBSITE SCRUTINY 2021 - A FEW FIGURES BELOW as COMPARISONS FOR HELPDESK USE AND WEBSITE
PAGE
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Philip Sullivan, was the Chief
Executive of Tower Hamlets
Community Housing (THCH)

Philip took up his new role at (CBH)
COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
earlier this year

He brings with him 20 years of
housing experience, working with
and supporting Boards and
Committees

The Tenant Inspectors asked Philip if
he would come to a meeting with
them, to help the Inspectors
understand the Role, Vision and
Expectations of the website in
relation to CBH business plan

Philip very kindly accommodated
our request and met with us on the
16th November 2021 on ZOOM

The CEO of COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES met with us to discuss some of our
concerns towards the website, it was a fairly informative meeting and on behalf of all
the Tenant Inspectors we extend our thanks to him, a Scrutiny session is not the
easiest for anybody to deal with, and some of the questions were quite direct…

CEO Philip totally held his own, and answered most of the questions we raised

Seems like a Nice

guy, he gets my

vote everytime…

Winner

Winner
Winner

Winner

It’s good to know
there is a CEO who

listens to his Tenants
and takes on board

concerns…

SCRUTINY SCRUTINY
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“Websites promote you 24/7 over 365 days of the year: Allowing you to change things up
as and when needed. No employee, paper or Advert will do that, all on the click of a button”

“IF YOU ALWAYS DO WHAT YOU’VE ALWAYS DONE, YOU WILL ALWAYS GET, WHAT YOU’VE ALWAYS GOT”

 “The secret of a high-ranking website is not just its colours or fancy trappings,
but its content, give your designer the content mixed with a little creativity time,

and they just might give you back, an amazing site”

S. Moon

S. Moon

S. Moon
“TRUST is the biggest winner of engagement, it can also be the biggest loser once gone …”

Below is from 2016 Board Pack - Referencing the last tenant inspectors group which performed a Scrutiny on the
website, which consisted of two meetings … Then disappeared…

CBH has historically NEVER
had a good response with
Tenant Engagement - This
was remarked on by
Councillor Nigel Chapman
in the newer Board Papers
and Minutes of November
2021

The Tenant Inspectors Team - Feel the blame can NOT be laid on the web designer of CBH or CBC.
We see it as part of a problem with the ‘tie-in’ arrangement between CBC and CBH, when COLCHESTER BOROUGH

HOMES came into being as an ALMO, as realised whilst going through the paperwork, including a lack of understanding
towards website build and allowing adequate resources to make it happen… These are the ‘findings of this report’

Feel free NOT to
abbreviate the ‘Tenant

Inspectors Team’
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REPORT PUBLISHED IN HARD COPY VIA THE TENANT INSPECTORS TEAM DECEMBER 2nd 2021

oon
andi

“Imperfection is the new PERFECT in our world”


